Cluster Objective 1: Provide food assistance to prevent famine and improve dietary diversity and coping strategies for vulnerable people facing IPC-Phase 5, 4 and some 3.

COUNTRY RESPONSE UPDATE

From January to July 2022, FSL cluster partners assisted about 3.1* million unique beneficiaries, with emergency food assistance. 74% of beneficiaries received in-kind, 23% received cash and vouchers while 3% received hybrid support during this period.

269,972 refugees assisted as of July 2022 in four counties. 900,127* people were assisted with cash/voucher/hybrid modality of transfer to meet food and other critical needs. In total, 59 partners carried out response in providing food assistance under cluster objective 1.

KEY INDICATORS CO1

2,623,860 People reached with In-Kind Food Assistance

809,191 People reached with Cash/Voucher Assistance

90,936 People reached with Hybrid Intervention

RESPONSE BY MODALITY

74% In-Kind
23% Cash/Voucher
3% Hybrid

RESPONSE BY STATE

RESPONSE BY PARTNER

PEOPLE REACHED BY FOOD ASSISTANCE (CLUSTER OBJECTIVE 1)

3.1 million unique beneficiaries reached as of June 2022

PEOPLE REACHED BY FOOD ASSISTANCE (CLUSTER OBJECTIVE 1)

CASH/VOUCHER/HYBRID

2.0 M Targeted Cash/Voucher
900,127 Reached
37 Partners

HRP 2022 FUNDING

Total Requirement USD 650 Million

90% Funded
10% Gap
(FTS as of Aug, 2022)

BENEFICIARY TYPE

61% Host/Mixed
32% IDPs
7% Refugees

REFUGEE RESPONSE (As of July 2022)

269,972 Refugees reached

10,253 Cash/Voucher

259,719 Hybrid (In-kind/Cash)

Juba, Maban, Pariang, Yambio

For further information, please contact
FSL Cluster Secretariat: info@southsudanfscluster.org

https://fscluster.org/south-sudan-rep

The boundaries and names shown on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the UN.
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